Evidence that wild-type TP53, and not genes on either chromosome 1 or 11, controls the tumorigenic phenotype of the human fibrosarcoma HT1080.
The specific transfer of normal chromosomes via microcell fusion has been instrumental in identifying putative tumor suppressor gene loci in a variety of human cancers. Using this same technique it has been proposed that the tumorigenicity of the human fibrosarcoma cell line HT1080 is controlled by functionally distinct tumor suppressor genes on human chromosomes I and II. To address these results and perhaps further localize the suppressive effect to particular regions on these two chromosomes, we transferred into HT1080 seven different fibroblast-derived human chromosomes containing either intact or discrete portions of chromosome I or II. Interestingly, we found no evidence of genes on these chromosomes that could alter the growth of HT1080 either in vitro or in vivo. Based on these results we were left with the possibility that a gene, or genes, residing on an entirely different chromosome(s) was involved in the tumorigenesis of HT1080. Since TP53 mutation has been documented in a variety of human tumor types, and we found both copies of TP53 to be mutated in HT1080, we were prompted to examine its role by both cDNA transfection and chromosome transfer. Although by cDNA transfection we found that expression of exogenous wild-type TP53 was incompatible with continued proliferation of HT1080 cells in vitro, chromosome 17 transfer studies revealed that a more physiologic expression of exogenous wild-type TP53 could be tolerated in vitro while being completely incompatible with growth in vivo. These studies demonstrate a differential effect of TP53 growth inhibition and clearly show that TP53 tumor suppressing function can be independent from its potent growth suppressing effect in vitro.